Duplication of the paternal IGF2 allele in trisomy 11 and elevated expression levels of IGF2 mRNA in congenital mesoblastic nephroma of the cellular or mixed type.
In a metaphase comparative genomic hybridization and fluorescence in situ hybridization study of 13 congenital mesoblastic nephroma (CMN) tumors, trisomy 11 was found in seven cellular or mixed type tumors, disomy 11 with other chromosome changes in two cellular type tumors, and no chromosome changes in four classical type tumors. Reverse-transcription (RT)-PCR analysis detected the ETV6-NTRK3 fusion transcript in all eight cellular or mixed type tumors examined, but not in four classical type tumors. All seven tumors with trisomy 11 showed duplication of the paternal IGF2 allele, and six cellular or classical type tumors with disomy 11 showed one paternal and one maternal allele of IGF2, analyzing the methylation status of the sixth CTCF site of the H19-differentially methylated region. Allelic expression study using the ApaI/AvaII polymorphism site at exon 9 of IGF2 showed retention of imprinting in all seven tumors examined. Quantitative real-time RT-PCR analysis showed higher expression levels of IGF2 mRNA in three of three cellular type tumors with trisomy 11, in one cellular type tumor with disomy 11, and in three of four classical tumors than in fetal kidneys or normal kidney tissues. Thus, duplicated paternal IGF2 resulted in elevated IGF2 mRNA levels, and may provide CMN or its precursor cells with a proliferative advantage. The mechanism explaining that some cellular or classical type tumors with disomy 11 also showed elevated IGF2 mRNA levels remains unresolved. IGF2 clearly plays an important role in the tumorigenic process of CMN, although it is difficult to assess its exact role.